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21 Billion Dollar Brands
The Coca-Cola Company
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Brand Rankings 2013
Interbrand
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Brand Rankings 2016
Interbrand
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TCCC rank vs Top media investment in each market
Investment all Advertisers - 2016
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Changing media to leverage Agile Marketing
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Agile Marketing delivers improved business results

Tools, Technology, Talent, Techniques to unlock value

Close

Changing Landscape
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6 Billion people have a mobile phone

4.5 Billion people have access to a toilet



Technology reshaped the consumer communications landscape
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1.86 Billion 
Smartphone users 
today

Increased accessibility Rise of Social Knowledge through 

search

Geo Targeting through 

GPS
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Technology and Culture are driving rapid change in how we consume 

media and make purchases

Google and Facebook bring in 

one-fifth of global ad revenue 

2.6 billion gamers worldwide (vs 100 Mil in 1995)

In China, Alibaba’s Singles Day sales raked in $18B – more 

than Black Friday and Cyber Monday combined

Desktop and Mobile Ad Revenue 

Surpasses TV for the first time
The end of Typing: the next Billion mobile 

users will relay on voice and video

Netflix went from near zero to 30% of the US 

home entertainment market in 10 years

Younger viewers watch 2.5 times more Internet 

video than TV (study)

1 in every 5 Facebook videos is a Live Broadcast

58% of media time is spend on internet and mobile

devices – more than TV radio and print combined

Facebook says video is huge –

100-million-hours-per-day-huge
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Each of us now leave a digital fingerprint, an infinite stream of phone 
records, texts, browser histories, GPS data and other information



More data has been created in the past two years

than in the entire previous history of the human race



Enterprises can now store 
80% of all data

Yet only 0.5% of that data is 
ever analyzed

Source: IDC

80
0.5



Data is becoming the oil of consumer marketing



External Challenge: Exploding Complexity
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“Using information 

from the internet 

is like drinking 

water from a fire 

hydrant.”
Mitchell Kapor, founder of 

Second Life



Agile Marketing:  Truth or Hype?

VENDOR STUDY

– Period September 2014 – August 2016

– 203 brands

– 120 countries

– $16 Billion in marketing investment



The business results are profound

1% higher profits when you boost marketing analytics “units”/usage by 3 points 

(on a scale of 1-7) * 

12.7% lift in ROI on average across 11 companies committed to agile 

measurement and rapid reallocation**

*   Quantifying the Impact of Marketing Analytics – HBR article featuring McKinsey research

**  Forrester study on the Total Economic Impacts of using platform to analyze multiple sets of data

A company that uses data and actively reallocates spend based on data 

delivers, on average, a 10% return to shareholders, versus 6% for a sluggish 

reallocator.  Within 20 years, the dynamic reallocator will be worth twice as 

much as its less agile counterpart.



CONTENT
DEVELOP

PRODUCE

CONNECTION
CULTIVATE

DISTRIBUTE

COMMERCIAL
EXPERIENCE

ENGAGE / AQUIRE

We need to redefine our model to unlock value
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A family is like a forest, when you are outside it is dense, when 
you are inside you see that each tree has it’s place
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TOOLS

TECHNOLOGY

TALENT

TECHNIQUES



Tools



Internal Challenge: LACK OF INTEGRATION
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OESP + CIPI ProgrammaticPPMTCDEMobile The Hub / CICs…… Maestro



Investment in tools, but slow in delivering INSIGHTS AND VALUE
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CID
MaestroCIPI

TOOLS

$
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Challenge:   BECOMING A DATA DRIVEN TEAM encompasses 

more than just building tools and investing in technology
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Choose the right data

Develop data strategy 

and build intuitive tools 

and interfaces 

Adjust culture and 

mindset 



Objective:  Increase IMC IMPACT
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Improve resource 

allocation for 

content and 

connections

Increase transparency 

and empower people to 

take better decisions

Increase data ownership 

to more effectively target 

consumers & shoppers



Operating principle:  easy access, smart dashboards EMPOWER COMMUNITY
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Maestro

Mobile

Hub/CIC



CONNECTION PRINCIPLES from philosophy to performance metrics
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Technology



George John, CEO, Rocket Fuel

• "Generally, programmatic buying is similar to programmatic stock trading insofar as 

buying happens as the result of a computational proxy bidding on behalf of human 

masters.

• I define programmatic buying as the application of artificial intelligence and big data to:

– Bid on an advertising inventory source (e.g., a 300x250 AIB standard ad offered 

by Yahoo!, a 30-second pre-roll video from YouTube.com, a Facebook ad)

– Through an advertising exchange

– In real time

– For the opportunity to:

• show one specific ad

• to one anonymous consumer

• in one context

• on one device

• Within programmatic buying, I differentiate between:

– human programmatic buying (HPB)

– artificial intelligence buying (AIB)

• An example of HPB would be to bid a fixed amount of $6.00 on any visitor that's been on 

an advertiser's website in the last 30 days.

• An example of AIB would be to autonomously score each impression using predictive 

analytics and bid a dynamic amount based on a complex formula involving thousands of 

factors, including whether the visitor had been on the advertiser's website in the last 30 

days, the weather, geography, time of day, etc. The bidding formula itself and the 

subsequent optimization decisions have been derived by algorithmic processes, versus 

being specified by human input."

John Nardone, CEO, [x+1]

"Programmatic buying is a subset of programmatic 

marketing. Programmatic marketing uses real-time 

systems, rules and algorithms to automate the 

delivery of data- driven, targeted and relevant 

experiences to consumers as they interact with a 

brand’s many touch points. The experiences 

include targeted offers, messages, content or ads 

across paid, owned and earned channels. The 

best programmatic marketing recognizes the 

consumer as he/she moves between channels and 

touch points, so that each interaction informs the 

next. Owned touch points include the marketer’s 

website, mobile apps, Facebook page and email. 

Earned touch points are those created by the 

consumers themselves. Programmatic buying is 

the paid part of programmatic marketing: the 

automated purchase of data-driven, targeted ads 

whether they be online display, mobile or video 

ads. Programmatic buying can be accomplished 

through a DSP, but programmatic marketing 

requires a more comprehensive platform that can 

execute complex logic across a variety of systems, 

including website content management, email, call 

center-enabled chat, mobile apps, and CRM 

systems."

1000’s of  definitions, non of which are simple

http://www.rocketfuel.com/
http://www.xplusone.com/


How we define Programmatic for TCCC

1 What? New way of media buying leveraging data & technology

2
Promise? Reach the right consumer, with the right message, at the right time and right place 

→ efficiency and effectiveness gain

3 How? Target people not websites

4 Where? Online media today – all media tomorrow: Online, TV, Radio, Outdoor

5 By Whom? Media planning and buying - including programmatic - is performed by our 

media agencies in the local markets



Delivers clear benefits

BUYING 

EFFICIENCIES

INCREASED 

RELEVANCY

MORE 

CONTROL



Various programmatic operating models
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Ask agencies to buy 

programmatically for you

• PLUS: fast, easy to “do”

• MINUS: Brand doesn't own it’s 

data. Nothing flows back to the 

brand.

Buy all advertising 

programmatically in-house

• PLUS: You own your data and 

eliminate all middlemen

• MINUS: Huge amount of new 

skills and infrastructure needed in-

house to do this well

Hybrid: Own your data, do 

some direct buying, but have 

agencies leverage your data 

while buying on your behalf

• PLUS: Limited investment required; 

maintain data ownership

• MINUS: Agency monitoring required



A Hybrid model AT TCCC, providing ownership and control

Strategic 

Importance

Internal 

/Central

Need for People 

on the Ground

Agency/ Local

Strategy

Data

Analytics

Technology
DSP, Verification tools, DMP 

(Local) Trading Deals

Local Planning Integration

Optimisation
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Traditional OOH

Programmatic OOH

Reach +53% 

more reach for the same 

price using 

programmatic OOH

Results

13,4 Mio 
2,27 € CPM incl. all additional cost
--------------------------------------------------
3,07 € Benchmark CPM
--------------------------------------------------

What worked
• Building efficient reach significantly under 

benchmark CPM

• „Cross Publisher“ optimization

Room for optimisation
• Measurement of „viewability“ and impact (tracking, 

research) 

Netherlands Programmatic OOH  X-mas

Germany: Video reach optimization for Coke TV

35% 

media productivity via 

programmatic buying

Early benefits of programmatic campaigns



Early learnings available as industry shifts data driven marketing



Programmatic ad buying is delivering 2x better 

ROI than media bought in traditional ways.

Programmatically purchased advertising is 

increasing, but it is still only just over half of 

digital media spend. 

The reality hasn’t quite YET caught up to the promise



Non-working media spend is up 50% while working media 

growth rates are only up 7%.

40% of advertising budgets are spent on non-working media 

today. (Percolate)

Most brands predict non-working spend will continue to rise. 

(Percolate)

DME ALLOCATION SHIFTING



Talent



Operating principle:  easy access, smart dashboards EMPOWER COMMUNITY
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Maestro

Mobile

Hub/CIC
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DIQ building blocks – program example
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Global Action 

Guides

Digital IQ 

Training

Internal Digital 

Case Studies

Industry Best 

Practices & Trends

Digital IQ

Unify a set of Digital 

techniques to build 

consistent 

capability

Deliver productivity 

through marketing 

effectiveness

Inspire a connected 

digital community

Empower our 

marketers 

(digital + traditional)



Ensure measurable results
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Program to ensure we raise 

the floor and ceiling



Technique



More content doesn’t always translate
into better results



AVOIDING THE CONTENT TRAP

KEY REASONS FOR THE DECLINE:

• The right KPI for content creation is not “# of pieces produced”, it’s 

consumer reach, engagement, brand metrics and business impact. 

• It’s harder to keep quality high with high volumes being produced.

• Content production growth is far outpacing or media investment 

growth.

• Machine learning / content stacks – should not just be build to reach 

various target audiences / tribes, brilliant basics remain essential



Total Television impressions – top 32 markets

Final performance 2016

Total Impressions

700 B

Un Tested

216B

(32%)

Tested

(+8% from 2015)

453 B

(68%)

TESTED: <105

166B

(36%)

TESTED =>105

20%

287B

(63%)

42% of impressions meet ONS 

Protocol

(+11% from 2015)



Tested : Un tested ratio by market
Copy Quality
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Not tested 105 > <105



ONS by brand / category 2016 (2017 RE)

Strong ONS performance across all categories

TV Quality
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107 (108)

103 (103)

105 (104)

105 (105)

107 (102)

105 (105)



Brand social tracking
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Jan                                                                                                           Dec

Poor Q4 performance ito

engagement rate for brand



Content findings 

Brand-generated content volume is up 300% year over year.

But, total engagement by consumers with that content is flat. 

Just 5% of branded content garners 90% of total consumer engagement. 



Conclusion
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• Ultimately our goal is to ensure we can translate connected intelligence into competitive advantage 

across the entire system to ensure growth

• This includes impression level data across all media as well as publisher costs

• All Commercial data

• Productivity targets

• Creating a single source of data, fueled by the right first, second and third party data (technology)

• Open-sourced to ensure even our strategic partners can leverage the data

• Ultimately resulting in improved analytics – providing robust insights and foresight to create value 

for our business
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If you want to go fast, go alone
If you want to go far, go together.

– African Proverb


